ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Models for malicious object propagation in the computer networks are well discussed in literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] but its propagation in network topology [6, 7, 8] is not adequately documented. Network topology plays an important role for various factors such as speed of propagation, server management, band width usage etc. Hence, before deciding the malicious object's dynamics, the network topology must be considered.
The paper uses star topology [9] for deciding the dynamics of malicious objects as it is widely used network topology. A star topology is depicted in figure-1 where the server is centrally located and connected with the outer world through ISP. The incoming traffic from ISP having malicious objects and may enter into the network and destroy the network or steal the information. The work presented in the paper predicts the malicious traffic by using the Black Scholes Equations [10, 11] , which are the most widely used equations to predict the portfolio of financial market. Cyber Attacks are totally analogous to financial market. The uncertainty of the option price in the financial market is similar to the uncertainty of the cyber attacks. Other feature such as input to the financial market is similar to number of cyber attackers, pattern of change of option price is similar to the change in the rate of malicious objects, and the effect of strike price is compatible to the effect of Anti Malicious Software (AMS) [12, 13] i.e. number of malicious objects already restricted by the AMS. In addition, the change in option price is affected by multi factors similar to the number of incoming malicious objects in the cyber world and these are uncertain for every attack.
The predicted malicious traffic is isolated and cured by security measures and then again put in to the regular traffic. In addition the information about the malicious traffic is parallelly transferred to all the connected nodes so that they can make themselves self [14, 15] enough to face the attack by using the friendly In addition to Introduction, the paper envisages model formulation as section friendly cooperative framework for processing the malicious information as section finally the conclusion and future direction to the work as section
MODEL FORMULATION
The normal functioning of the server ensures the smoothness and malicious objects free environment of the network as far as star topology is concerned. If the server gets down then all the nodes or clients will also remain in idle condition, and as such cannot communicate each other as well as with the outer world. Hence, sever is the only gateway for the communication.
The incoming traffic is in the form of packets with destination address. The server receives the packets first and diverts the packets to the nodes as shown in the figure International Journal of Network Security & Its Applications (IJNSA), Vol.3, No.6, November 2011 change in option price is affected by multi factors similar to the number of incoming malicious objects in the cyber world and these are uncertain for every attack.
The predicted malicious traffic is isolated and cured by security measures and then n put in to the regular traffic. In addition the information about the malicious traffic is parallelly transferred to all the connected nodes so that they can make themselves self [14, 15] enough to face the attack by using the friendly-cooperative-framework.
In addition to Introduction, the paper envisages model formulation as section friendly cooperative framework for processing the malicious information as section finally the conclusion and future direction to the work as section-IV.
Figure-1: Star Topology
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The incoming traffic is in the form of packets with destination address. The server 2.
Figure
Packet-1 is broadcasted to all the nodes after it is received by the server. The concern node accepts it and other discard. By suspected traffic and can take security measures. Signature based methods are the most widely used methods to identify the malicious traffic. But if signature database is not having the signature of incoming traffic then it cannot be detected. In such a situation we have to use some of predictable approach, in our case we are using the Black Scholes equations to predict the malicious traffic.
Let number of incoming packets at any instance t are N, from whic may be a malicious packet. The connection from star network to its ISP is continuous and so the packets are continuously transmitting to and fro.
Let the traffic is coming with malicious and second non-malicious, so, we assume that the probability of being malicious is p and non-malicious is q, p + q=1. For n spans of time objects are to be find is given by
So, the number of total malicious/non
The expectation of total traffic is as under 1 is broadcasted to all the nodes after it is received by the server. The concern node accepts it and other discard. By analyzing the traffic pattern one can separate the suspected traffic and can take security measures. Signature based methods are the most widely used methods to identify the malicious traffic. But if signature database is not having the ng traffic then it cannot be detected. In such a situation we have to use some of predictable approach, in our case we are using the Black Scholes equations to predict the Let number of incoming packets at any instance t are N, from which any random packet may be a malicious packet. The connection from star network to its ISP is continuous and so the packets are continuously transmitting to and fro.
Let the traffic is coming with / x t ∆ ∆ speed. As the traffic is having two parts, one is malicious, so, we assume that the probability of being malicious is p malicious is q, p + q=1. For n spans of time t ∆ , the total time of which the ma objects are to be find is given bySo, the number of total malicious/non-malicious objects in time t is ( ) x t and given by ( ) ... n x t z z z z = + + + + (I = 1, 2, …, n) is the number of malicious/non-malicious objects.
The expectation of total traffic is as under-
represents the ith time span expectation of being either malicious/ 1 is broadcasted to all the nodes after it is received by the server. The concern analyzing the traffic pattern one can separate the suspected traffic and can take security measures. Signature based methods are the most widely used methods to identify the malicious traffic. But if signature database is not having the ng traffic then it cannot be detected. In such a situation we have to use some of predictable approach, in our case we are using the Black Scholes equations to predict the h any random packet may be a malicious packet. The connection from star network to its ISP is continuous and so speed. As the traffic is having two parts, one is malicious, so, we assume that the probability of being malicious is p , the total time of which the malicious
and given by-
represents the ith time span expectation of being either malicious/non-Above equation (2) can be rewritten as-
Now, ( ) i E z will be given by-
Where, i=1, 2, …, n so, equation-(3) can be expended by using equation-(4) as follows-
The variance of the traffic is calculated as follows, which represents the behavior of traffic of being malicious/non-malicious.
Equation-(6) leads that 2 2 ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))
Equation-(5) represents the instantaneous expectation. Now,
Thus from equation-(a) and equation-(8) we have-( ) ( ( ))
.
as the traffic is continuous to the network.
Similarly the instantaneous variance can be given as under- σ , which are derived in equation- (9) and equation - (10) separately.
In other words, the variable ( ) x t is a stochastic process with respect to time t. ω is a wiener's process. Now, as ( ) x t , the number of malicious objects in time t, is a stochastic process and hence ( ) x t is said to follow a Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) [17] , which satisfies the following stochastic deferential equation-
Additionally, the stochastic process ( ) x t is an ITO-Process and satisfies the below
Now, the evolution of malicious objects in the network traffic follows GBM in a long normal distribution form i.e. the deviation in general behavior is very less within the range say, 5% ± . The change of the incoming malicious objects in the short period of the computation of the number of incoming malicious objects in the traffic is almost constant.
There is no extra load of malicious objects in the system as the AMS is running to overcome of it.
By above conclusions, we can say the number of malicious objects represented by ( , ) V S t where, S is a stochastic process [18] which represents the last counted number of malicious objects.
Let present time is t and the number of malicious objects in the network is π which is given by-
Where V is the maximum possible value of ( , ) V S t and s ∆ is the small value changed in the number of malicious objects.
After time period dt the number of malicious objects will be increased by dπ and
The change in the value of the number of malicious objects in time dt is π d and given by-
By equation (15) to (16)-
Since V satisfies GBM. Hence by ITO's lemma is-
The 
Where i=1, 2, …, I-1 and k=0, 1, 2, …., K-1
Where , 
3. DEFENDING MECHANISM As soon as the prediction of the number of malicious objects increases by a threshold value, the traffic becomes the suspected one and may be isolated either to ign the security measures over it as shown in the figure
The threshold value used in figure represents the maximum number of malicious objects counted at any moment where it goes up from the maximum number of malicious objects already blocked by AMS.
FRIENDLY COOPERATIVE MALICIOUS INFORMATION
As the suspected traffic is isolated for its diagnostic purpose and once it got a confirmation to be the malicious then its s connected nodes. This information is communicated by using friendly cooperative framework as shown in figure-5. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
The Black Scholes equations are used to predict the behavior of network traffic and the simulation for already identified malicious objects by AMS at a specific time interval is made, which is more realistic in the real time scenario. On the basis of simulated results a proposal is provided to identify the traffic in which the possibility of the number of malicious objects is beyond a threshold value and will be thus termed as suspected traffic. This suspect then treated through security measures to make it a regular traffic. In addition, a framework is also provided to propagate the generated malicious information to all the directly connected nodes or friendly nodes. As soon as the prediction of the number of malicious objects increases by a threshold value, the traffic becomes the suspected one and may be isolated either to ignore or to deploy the security measures over it as shown in the figure-4.
The threshold value used in figure-4 can be easily computed from the figure represents the maximum number of malicious objects counted at any moment where it goes up ximum number of malicious objects already blocked by AMS.
OOPERATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESSING THE NFORMATION
As the suspected traffic is isolated for its diagnostic purpose and once it got a confirmation to be the malicious then its signature and source has to be spread to all the connected nodes. This information is communicated by using friendly cooperative framework 5: Friendly cooperative framework for information transfer to all directly connected nodes.
UTURE DIRECTION TO THE WORK
The Black Scholes equations are used to predict the behavior of network traffic and the simulation for already identified malicious objects by AMS at a specific time interval is made, c in the real time scenario. On the basis of simulated results a proposal is provided to identify the traffic in which the possibility of the number of malicious objects is beyond a threshold value and will be thus termed as suspected traffic. This suspected traffic is then treated through security measures to make it a regular traffic. In addition, a framework is also provided to propagate the generated malicious information to all the directly connected As soon as the prediction of the number of malicious objects increases by a threshold ore or to deploy 4 can be easily computed from the figure-3. It represents the maximum number of malicious objects counted at any moment where it goes up
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